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In this paper we shall show that any two bipartite quadrangulations of a closed
surface can be transformed into each other by diagonal slides and diagonal
rotations, up to isotopy, if they have the same and sufficiently large number of
vertices. Also, we show the same fact for triangulations of a closed surface.  1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A quadrangulation G of a closed surface F 2 is a simple graph embedded
in F 2 so that each face of G is quadrilateral. In [7], two transformations
for quadrangulations were defined, a diagonal slide and a diagonal rotation,
shown in Fig. 1. We do not apply diagonal slides if the resulting graph is
not simple. Two quadrangulations G and G$ of F 2 are said to be equivalent
up to homeomorphism and denoted by G1 tG2 if they can be transformed
Fig. 1. The diagonal slide and the diagonal rotation.
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into each other by a sequence of diagonal slides and diagonal rotations, up
to homeomorphism. The quadrangulations of a closed surface, except for
the sphere, fall into two classes, bipartite and nonbipartite. Both the
diagonal slide and the diagonal rotation preserve the bipartiteness of quad-
rangulations.
A triangulation G of a closed surface F 2 is a simple graph embedded in
F 2 so that each face of G is triangular and that any two faces share at most
one edge. In [10], a transformation for triangulations was defined, a
diagonal flip shown in Fig. 2. We do not apply diagonal flips if the resulting
graph is not simple. Two triangulations G and G$ are said to be equivalent
up to homeomorphism and denoted by G1 tG2 if they are transformed into
each other by a sequence of diagonal flips, up to homeomorphism.
For quadrangulations and triangulations of surfaces the following two
theorems have been shown by Nakamoto [7] and Negami [10]
Theorem 1 (Nakamoto [7]). For any closed surface F 2, there exists a
positive integer m(F 2) such that if G1 and G2 are two bipartite quadrangula-
tions of F 2 with |V(G1)|=|V(G2)|m(F 2), then G1 and G2 are equivalent
up to homeomorphism.
Theorem 2 (Negami [10]). For any closed surface F 2, there exists a
positive integer n(F 2) such that if G1 and G2 are two triangulations of F 2
with |V(G1)|=|V(G2)|n(F 2), then G1 and G2 are equivalent up to
homeomorphism.
The values of m(F 2) and n(F 2) have already been determined for every
surface whose Euler characteristic is nonnegative. In particular, for bipar-
tite quadrangulations, m(S 2)=4, m(P2)=7 [11], m(T 2)=10 [9], and
Fig. 2. The diagonal flip.
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m(K2)=10 [8], where S 2, P2, T 2, and K2 denote the sphere, the projective
plane, the torus, and the Klein bottle, respectively. For triangulations,
n(S2)=4 [13], n(P2)=6 [12], n(T 2)=7 [2], and n(K 2)=8 [12].
Here, notice the words ‘‘up to homeomorphism.’’ Let G1 and G2 be two
graphs embedded in closed surfaces F 21 and F
2
2 , respectively. Two graphs
G1 and G2 are said to be homeomorphic to each other if there exists a
homeomorphism h : F 21  F
2
2 with h(G1)=G2 which induces an isomor-
phism from G1 to G2 . In this case, we say that G1 /F 21 and G2 /F
2
2 are
the same up to homeomorphism.
Let G be a graph and F 2 a closed surface. Let f : G  F 2 be an embedding
of G into F 2. We denote an embedded graph f (G) by simply G in the
following argument. Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 guarantee that we can
transform G1 on F 2 into h(G2) by diagonal transformations for some
homeomorphism h : F 2  F 2, but they do not always guarantee that G1 can
be transformed into G2 itself directly.
An ambient isotopy H : F 2_I  F 2 is a continuous map such that the
map ht : F 2  F 2, defined by ht(x)=H(x, t), is a homeomorphism over F 2
for each t # I with h0 the identity map of F 2, where I stands for the interval
[0, 1]. Two graphs G1 and G2 on F 2 are said to be ambient isotopic or
simply isotopic to each other if there is an ambient isotopy H : F 2_I  F 2
such that h1(G1)=G2 . (By the definition, h0(G1)=G1 .) Intuitively, we can
say that an ambient isotopy H deforms G1 into G2 on F 2 continuously,
regarding ht(G1) as the position of G1 at time t. In this case, we say that
G1 and G2 are the same up to ambient isotopy or simply up to isotopy.
If two quadrangulations (triangulations) G1 and G2 are transformed into
each other by diagonal transformations, up to isotopy, then G1 and G2 are
said to be equivalent up to isotopy and denoted by G1 rG2 . Clearly, if
G1 rG2 , then G1 tG2 . However, its converse does not hold. In fact, each
surface has infinitely many nonisotopic graphs with the same number of
vertices. On the other hand, to show Theorems 1 and 2 we needed the
finiteness of the number of minimal quadrangulations and triangulations
for each closed surface. This fact holds only if the condition ‘‘up
to homeomorphism’’ is added and, hence, the condition is essential
for Theorems 1 and 2. So, by this reason, it is not so easy to replace the
condition ‘‘up to homeomorphism’’ in Theorems 1 and 2 with ‘‘up to
isotopy.’’
In this paper, we shall improve Theorems 1 and 2 to show Theorems 3
and 4, which claim that two graphs are directly transformed into each
other by diagonal transformations.
Theorem 3. For any closed surface F 2, there exists a positive integer
M(F 2) such that if G1 and G2 are two bipartite quadrangulations of F 2 with
|V(G1)|=|V(G2)|M(Sg), then G1 and G2 are equivalent up to isotopy.
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Theorem 4. For any closed surface F 2, there exists a positive integer
N(F 2) such that if G1 and G2 are two triangulations of F 2 with
|V(G1)|=|V(G2)|N(F 2), then G1 and G2 are equivalent up to isotopy.
2. DEHN TWISTS BY DIAGONAL TRANSFORMATIONS
In this section, we describe an idea to show Theorems 3 and 4. We give
the proofs only for bipartite quadrangulations; the argument for triangula-
tions is similar. Through this paper, we denote a closed orientable surface
of genus g by Sg , and a closed nonorientable surface of cross-cap number
g by Ng .
Let F 2 be a closed surface and # a simple closed curve on F 2. If cutting
along # separates (does not separate) F 2, then # is said to be separating
(nonseparating). A simple closed curve # on F 2 is called one-sided if the
tubular neighborhood of # forms a Mo bius band. Otherwise, # is called
two-sided.
Let F 2 be a closed surface. If 1F 2 denotes the group of all homeo-
morphisms of F 2 to itself and 8F2 is the normal subgroup consisting of
homeomorphisms isotopic to the identity, then the quotient group 1F28F 2
is called the mapping class group of F 2 and is denoted by 4F 2 . For example,
the mapping class group 4S0 of the sphere S0 consists of two elements,
in which one is orientation-preserving, and the other is orientation-reversing.
For the projective plane N1 , the mapping class group 4N1 consists of one
element, which means that any homeomorphism of N1 to itself can be
realized by an isotopy on N1 . (Thus, for the projective plane N1 , Theorems
1 and 2 are equivalent to their isotopy versions, Theorems 3 and 4, respec-
tively.) However, the mapping class group of a closed surface generally
contains infinitely but at most countably many elements.
For a closed surface F 2 (other than S0 and N1), an example of a
homeomorphism of F 2 to itself, nonisotopic to the identity, is a Dehn twist,
defined as follows. Let # be a simple two-sided nonseparating closed curve
on F 2. Cut F 2 along #, twist one boundary 360%, then identify along #. It
is easy to see that Dehn twists create infinitely many homeomorphisms of
F 2 which are pairwise nonisotopic on F 2. An n-Dehn twist is defined
similarly, except the one boundary component is twisted n times before re-
identification.
It was shown in [5, 6] that 4Sg can be generated by the isotopy classes
of Dehn twists along the finite number of closed curves and an orientation-
reversing homeomorphism, and that the Dehn twists generate a subgroup
of index 2 in 4Sg . That is, on Sg , any orientation-preserving homeo-
morphism can be expressed by a sequence of a finite number of Dehn
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twists. In particular, Humphries has determined a set of generators of the
group.
Theorem 5 (Humphries [3]). Any orientation-preserving homeomor-
phism h of Sg (g2) is expressed by a product of Dehn twists along the
2g+1 closed curves shown in Fig. 3. For the torus S1 , h is expressed by a
product of Dehn twists along two closed curves on S1 crossing at one point.
For nonorientable surfaces, the mapping class group is generated by
Dehn twists along a finite number of simple closed curves and one another
transformation, a Y-homeomorphism. Let Y0 be a subspace of Ng , homeo-
morphic to a disk with the interiors of two disjoint subdisks removed and
replaced with Mo bius bands attached by their boundaries to the boun-
daries of the disks. Such a space can be regarded as a Mo bius band
with a disk removed and replaced with a Mo bius band. There is a
homeomorphism of Y0 , fixed on its boundary, that can be described as
sliding one of the Mo bius band through the other and back to its original
position. This homeomorphism is said to be a Y-homeomorphism of
Y0 /Ng . This homeomorphism is defined more precisely in [4]. The
following theorem has been shown.
Theorem 6 (Chillingworth [1]). Any homeomorphism of Ng(g2) is
expressed by a product of Dehn twists along a finite number of closed curves
and a Y-homeomorphism.
Remark. In [1], Chillingworth determined a set of Dehn twist gener-
ators of Ng and a simple closed curve for a Y-homeomorphism. Moreover,
he showed that the isotopy classes of Dehn twists generate a normal sub-
group of index 2 in 4Ng . This means that a Y-homeomorphism is needed
at most once and that a Y-homeomorphism of Ng plays the same role as
an orientation-reversing homeomorphism in the orientable case.
Let [v1 , ..., vn] and [u1 , ..., un] be the sets of vertices on two cycles Cn ’s
of length n, respectively. Then join vi and ui for each i to make the graph
Fig. 3. A set of Dehn twist generators of 4Sg .
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Cn_K2 . If this graph is embedded in an annulus so that the two cycles
v1 } } } vn and u1 } } } un coincide with the two boundary components, and that
each vi ui ui+1vi+1 bounds a quadrilateral face, then the embedded graph is
called a ladder strip. (See the left one in Fig. 4.) Each edge viui is called a
step of L. A simple closed curve in a ladder strip L on an annulus which
runs across the middle points of the steps v1u1 , v2u2 , ..., vnun in this order
is called the center line of L. A ladder strip L is said to be induced in a
quadrangulation G if L is an induced subgraph of G and if each face of L
is also a face of G.
Lemma 7. Let G be a bipartite quadrangulation of a closed surface F 2
and L an induced ladder strip in G. Then, a 1-Dehn twist along the center line
of L on F 2 is obtained by a sequence of diagonal slides.
Proof. Let G be a bipartite quadrangulation of a closed surface F 2 and
L an induced ladder strip in G. Since vi and vj are not adjacent outside L
for any i and j, we can apply diagonal slides to each step of L freely
without destroying the simpleness of G. Here, apply a diagonal slide to
replace a step vi ui with vi&1ui+1 for i=1, 2, ..., n in this order (where the
indices are taken modulo n). By this sequence of deformations, the
resulting quadrangulation also has a ladder strip in which vi and ui+2 are
joined for each i. Thus, by repeating this operation, since n is even, we
obtain a 1-Dehn twist along the center line of L on F 2 by a sequence of
diagonal slides. K
A ladder strip in triangulations is defined similarly by joining vi and ui ,
and vi and ui+1 for 1in. (See the right one in Fig. 4.) In Lemma 7,
even if G is a triangulation, then we can easily see that the lemma follows.
Let #1 , #2 , ..., #2g+1 be the simple closed curves on Sg shown in Fig. 3.
Assign the positive and the negative directions to each #i since there are two
directions to apply a Dehn twist there. Denote a 1-Dehn twist along #i in
the positive and the negative directions by li and l &1i , respectively. Let G
Fig. 4. A ladder strip in a quadrangulation and a triangulation.
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be a bipartite quadrangulation of Sg . The bipartite quadrangulation
obtained from G by li is denoted by Gli . Similarly, the bipartite quad-
rangulation obtained from G by a sequence | of Dehn twists is denoted
by G| .
It is easy to see that the following lemma holds.
Lemma 8. Let # be a simple 2-sided nonseparating closed curve on
a closed surface F 2. Denote a 1-Dehn twist along # by l. For any
homeomorphism | : F 2  F 2, a 1-Dehn twist along #| is expressed by |&1l|,
where #| denotes the image of # by |.
The following lemma is the key to show our main theorem for orientable
surfaces. Let K be a bipartite quadrangulation of Sg including the system
of ladder strips L1 _ L2 _ } } } _ L2g+1 such that each Li is an induced
ladder strip in K/Sg along #i shown in Fig. 3. Suppose that La and Lb
cross transversely. Notice that a Dehn twist la might not be obtained after
a Dehn twist lb since lb deforms La. Thus, we can not always apply a Dehn
twist li freely, and, hence, the following lemma is not so obvious. So, we
need some technique to show the following.
Lemma 9. For any orientation-preserving homeomorphism h : Sg  Sg ,
Kh rK.
Proof. By Lemma 7, a 1-Dehn twist along a ladder strip is obtained by
a sequence of diagonal slides. So, we shall show that for any orientation-
preserving homeomorphism h : Sg  Sg , Kh is transformed into K by a
sequence of Dehn twists along the center line of ladder strips. By Lemma 5,
h is expressed by a sequence | of Dehn twists, l1 , ..., l2g+1 and their
inverses.
We use induction on the length of |. We denote the length of | by |||.
In case of |||=1, suppose |=lk , since K| is obtained from K by a
1-Dehn twist along Lk, clearly K| rK and we get the first step of induc-
tion. Here, assume that for any | with |||n&1, K| rK. Consider |
with |||=n. In particular, we may suppose that |=lp|$, where |$
denotes a sequence of Dehn twists with ||$|=n&1. Since the first Dehn
twist applied to K is lp , L p itself is not changed by this Dehn twist lp and
hence Klp has a ladder strip L
p. Thus, K| , has a ladder strip L p|$ .
Now, apply a 1-Dehn twist of the negative direction along L p|$ to K| . The
resulting quadrangulation is, by Lemma 8, K|_(|$&1l p&1|$)=K|$ . Thus,
K| rK|$ . Since ||$|=n&1, K|$ rK, by the hypothesis of induction.
Therefore, K| rK for any |. K
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS
In this section, we shall prove only Theorem 3. Before we do it, recall
Theorem 1 which contains a condition ‘‘up to homeomorphism.’’ We claim
here that for an orientable surface, it is replaceable with ‘‘up to orientation-
preserving homeomorphism.’’ (It is easily realized as follows. In the proof
of Theorem 1, instead of the set of irreducible bipartite quadrangulations
up to homeomorphism, prepare the set of irreducible ones up to orienta-
tion-preserving homeomorphism. That is, we have only to take, in addition
to the set of irreducible ones up to homeomorphism, the set of their mirror
images. See [7] for details.) Thus, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 10. For any Sg , there exists a positive integer m$(Sg) such
that if G1 and G2 are two bipartite quadrangulations of Sg with |V(G1)|=
|V(G2)|m$(Sg), then G1 and G2 are equivalent up to orientation-preserving
homeomorphism.
Recall the bipartite quadrangulation K of Sg with the system of induced
ladder strips mentioned in the previous section. For any Sg , there actually
exists such K/Sg . Moreover, adding vertices of degree two into faces of
K successively, we can construct a bipartite quadrangulation K$ with
arbitrarily larger number of vertices than K. Clearly, K$ has the system of
induced ladder strips and hence Lemma 9 can be applied to K$, unless we
add vertices of degree two into faces in a ladder strip.
Theorem 11. For any Sg , there exists a positive integer M(Sg) such that
if G1 and G2 are two bipartite quadrangulations of Sg with |V(G2)|=
|V(G2)|M(Sg), then G1 and G2 are equivalent up to isotopy.
Proof. Let M(Sg) :=max[m$(Sg), |V(K)|]. Let G1 and G2 be two
bipartite quadrangulations of Sg with |V(G1)|=|V(G2)|M(Sg). Adding
some vertices of degree two to K, we may suppose that |V(G1)|=
|V(G2)|=|V(K$)|. By Proposition 10, since |V(G1)|=|V(G2)|=|V(K$)|
m$(Sg), we can see that G1 rh1(K$) and G2 rh2(K$), where hi (i=1, 2)
denotes some orientation-preserving homeomorphism of Sg . Since h1(K$)
rh2(K$) by Lemma 9, we obtain that G1 rG2 . K
The role of Y-homeomorphism of nonorientable surfaces is similar to
that of mirror images in orientable surfaces. In particular, we can prove a
nonorientable analogue of Proposition 10 by using Y-homeomorphisms of
irreducible quadrangulations in place of the set of mirror images. Thus,
it suffices to construct homeomorphisms as a sequence of Dehn twists
using diagonal slides. This can be done in induced ladder strips. A proof
analogous to that of Theorem 11 yields the following.
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Theorem 12. For any Ng , there exists a positive integer M(Ng) such
that if G1 and G2 are two bipartite quadrangulations of Ng with |V(G1)|=
|V(G2)|M(Ng), then G1 and G2 are equivalent up to isotopy.
Proof of Theorem 3. By Theorems 11 and 12, the theorem follows. K
Theorem 4 can be shown, similarly to Theorem 3, by taking a triangula-
tion with the system of induced ladder strips mentioned in Section 2.
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